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and renders the pent-up air harmonious, so our environment plays
upon us and we respond, and as the accompaniment of our response

transmit the currents, but it is not as yet demonstrated to
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quality of current ; i. e., whether or not the fiber has The source of our temperament is in heredity. About one half
characteristics that determine the terminal characteristics.
of it, on an averBge, consiste of the developed traits of our parents.
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VARIETIES OF INDIVIDUAL TEMPERAMENT.
BY PBOFESSOB JOSIAH BOYCE.

groups, and the possible combinations of them are innumerable.
It is the office of education to organize the expression of these
hereditary traits ; to turn the chance union of these various individual tendencies into the type of a united and well-trained life through

the agency of habit. For there appears at first in the individual

HARVARD LECTURES ON TOPICS OF PSYCHOLOGY not that unity and wholeness which is due to an organized and comOP INTEREST TO TEACHERS.- (IX.)
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BEA SON ENOUGH.

" What's the name of your new boat ? "

"Bridget. I named it after the cook, because it makes su

heavy rolls."

POOB CONSOLATION.

" Why do you look so glum, old man ?"
u I proposed to Miss Gaileigh last night, and she said she didn
care for any goods damaged by smoke."
" You might have told her that water had never hurt you any."
FOB THE SAKE OF ABGUMENT.

łł Now supposing I borrowed five dollars from you; that woul
repreaeat capital, wouldn't it ?"
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THIS AND THAT.
If thou art worn and hard beset

With sorrows that thou wcu/dst forqtt ,

If thou wouldit read a lesson that will keep
Thy heart from fainting and thy seul from sleept
Go to the woods and hills! No tears

Dim the sweet look that Nature wears . - Longfellow .
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